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Abstract 
For a fixed time interal served railway system we consider the problem to find a timetable 
such that for a selected class of change possibilities the arising waiting time is minimal. As 
a mathematical model to deal with such problems, we introduce “periodic networks”. The 
general discussion of this concept allows to give formulas for network caused waiting times at 
all junctions. Based on this results we formulate the optimization task to find timetables which 
minimize a global objective depending on all local waiting times, In general, these “periodic 
programs” are NP-hard. We present a branch and bound approach. As shown by computa- 
tional results for the case of a linear objective, the use of the Hermite normal form considerably 
improves the performance of the algorithm. For unconstrained problems WC give a poly- 
nomially working method to find the lexicographic best solution. 
Keywords: Programming; Periodic scheduling; Networks; Rail 
1. Introduction 
Consider a railway net where all trains arrive and depart in constant intervals. The 
task to find a time schedule which minimizes the waiting time in different stations is 
a difficult multi-criteria-problem. Some change possibilities are in conflict with others. 
i.e. any improvement at one station possibly will increase the waiting time somewhere 
else. To find a good compromise, a lot of types of global objectives could be taken into 
consideration. 
In a series of papers Brucker, Burkard and Hurnik [l-3] present an interesting 
mathematical approach to find optimal time schedules for the case that we only view 
to one fixed station. Those authors considered regular polygons with vertices on some 
circle which should be arranged such that some criterion function depending on the 
distances between adjacent vertices is minimized. In order to find optimal schedules in 
networks with a lot of different stations we combine some ideas of this “polygon on 
circle” model with the concept of periodic networks. The latter concept is based on 
a model developed by Serafini and Ukovich (for an overview and interesting applica- 
tions see [ll]). The results of those authors mainly concentrate on the generation of 
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feasible periodic schedules under time constraints as well as resource constraints. 
Optimization problems are only briefly touched (see [12]) or for the bottleneck 
criteria only implicitly treated by those authors. 
The paper is organized as follows: At first we give a brief overview of how to use 
networks in nonperiodic time scheduling, The phenomena of periodic scheduling 
problems are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we study optimization problems with 
general objectives and present a general branch and bound approach. For uncon- 
strained problems we discuss a polynomial algorithm to find the lexicographical best 
solution. Finally we present experimental results. 
2. Non-periodic networks and railway scheduling 
Consider a directed and strongly connected graph Jf = (8, d) with node set 8 and 
arc set d. Adopting the usual convention, we denote the number of nodes by n and 
the number of arcs by m. Nodes are representing events and arcs are interpreted as 
time consuming activities. This representation is usually referred as “activity-on- 
arc-model” (see e.g. [6]). If an activity a links the events i and j, then we will 
understand i to be the “beginning” and j to be the “end” of a. Since for one pair of 
nodes there are allowed multiple arcs, we will use the notation a z (i, j) or a : i -j to 
indicate that a links the nodes i and j. 
A time schedule rr (sometimes referred as potential) associates with every node 
i a point of time 71i E R. Instead of using the potential rc E R” it is sometimes more 
suitable to use the resulting tension x E R” defined by x, = 71j - 71i for a z (i,j). 
If we have fixed a directed spanning tree T of M, then every non-tree arc a z (u, u) 
generates a unique determined irected path p. from node u to node v in T. Since we 
assumed JV to be connected, the number of tree arcs equals n - 1 and the number of 
all non-tree arcs (called cyclomaric number) is given by r:= m - n + 1. The network 
matrix with respect o this tree is defined by r = [N, E], where E denotes the I x r unit 
matrix and the Y x (m - r) matrix N = (yob) is given by yab = k 1, if pa contains arc b in 
negative (positive, respectively) orientation and ya,, = 0, if b is not contained in pa. 
Now, it is well known that any tension is characterized by TX = 0, i.e. the set of all 
tensions is given by Ten(M) = {x Irx = O}. 
For later considerations it is useful to be familiar with the concept of a cutset. If one 
eliminates one tree arc a, the spanning tree splits into exactly two components. The 
induced cutset of a with respect o the spanning tree is defined by all arcs of JV linking 
these components. 
In many cases for an activity there is given a time span A, = [df”“, d:““] which 
restricts the duration of a. In order to cover the case that there is no upper or lower 
bound for the duration we allow d$in = - cc or ,$,, = - co. The duration of an 
activity is said to be fixed, if ,Fin = drx. A time schedule n: or the corresponding 
tension is said to be feasible with the span constraints, if there holds x, = nj - rci E A, 
for all a Z (i, j) E d. 
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2.1. Railway scheduling 
This network model is quite suitable to describe a railyway service system. If train 
X serves stations S, we define (X, S, Arv), (X, S, Dep) to be the arrival, departure event 
of X in station S, respectively. We will distinguish between three different types of 
activities. 
. Run activity: arun : (X, Si, Dep) + (X, S2, Arr), 
. Stop activity: astop : W, S, AM + (X, S, Ded, 
l Change activity: achange : (X, S, Dep) + (Y, S, Arr). 
In practice, all run and stop activities will be bounded by time spans. Depending on 
the desired degree of flexibility for the timetable designer some cf those time spans 
could be fixed, i.e. dci” = drax. 
For a passenger a change activity II is a time consuming process with a minimal 
performance time damin, which is that time a passenger needs to transfer trains (e.g. 
changing platforms). Note, that a change activity is not bounded from above. 
3. Periodic scheduling 
If the trains are running in fixed time intervals, it will not be efficient to describe 
every single train of one line by a different chain of events and activities. An alternative 
approach is the following: A periodic event i is a countably infinite set of events i(z) 
indexed by its occurrence number z E Z with given period ri. A periodic schedule 
n associates with every periodic event i a real number 71i E [w, such that i(z) has 
occurrence time 7ri + ZZi. 
In order to apply this periodic model to the railway example we consider a system 
9 = { Li, , Lk 1 of lines. All trains addressed to one line Li are serving the same 
sequence of stations in fixed time intervals Zi. Similar to Fig. 1 every line can be 
described by a transportation chain given by a sequence of periodic departure events 
(L, S, Art-) and arrival events (L, S, Dep). The occurrence numbers can be understood 
to be train numbers relative to a specific selected train numbered by 0. 
The general periodic network model has been introduced by Serafini and Ukovich 
(see [ll]). They studied the following problem: A schedule n is periodic feasible with 
a span constraint [drin, d,“““] corresponding to a g (i,j), if there are occurrence 
numbers zp, z‘j E Z with dFi” < zj + z~‘Zj - (ni + zy’ti) < dFax. The (Extended) Peri- 
odic Event Scheduling Problem ((E)PESP) discussed in [ 1 l] is either to find a sched- 
ule rr which is feasible with all given time spans or to state infeasibility. The PES 
problem, where all event periods Zi are equal, has been proven to be NP-complete. 
From elementary number theory we obtain the existence of one z, E Z fulfilling 
z,?‘,~ - zy)z, = z, gcd(zi, zj). The greatest common divisor za:= gCd(zi, rj) will be 
called the activity period of a z (i, j). Using the tension x, = 71j - 71i, the EPESP 
problem can be formulated as follows: Find a tension x (i.e. F?c = 0) and integers 
z, E Z with -Y, + Z,T, E [dami”, d,“““]. 
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station A station B 
train 1 
train 2 
train 3 
II) run / stop activity B change activity 
Fig. 1. Event network of a railway system. 
To study the network caused waiting times of a given schedule we must investigate 
the concept of slack in periodic networks. Periodic slack of a z (i, j) is depending on 
the occurrence number k of the initial event i: 
s ‘= min {nj + ZT~ - (xi + k~i + dz’“) 1 Xj + ZZj > xi + kzi + dy”}. a,k. 
zsz 
Note, that in periodic scheduling the upper span value dy is an upper bound on 
the minimal duration of activity a, i.e. only the minimal element of the slack time 
sequence must be <da = dyx - dTin. If there is no upper bound for an activity a, we 
may put dyx := dFin + z,, since every tension will be feasible with this span contraint. 
In order to make this definition more transparent, let us return to the railway 
application: Assume that a passenger wants to change from a train of L1 to the next 
possible train of line L,. Consider the events i = (L,, S, arr) and j = (L,, S, Dep) and 
the change activity a 2 (i, j). If the passenger arrives in S with the train numbered by 
k, then the next possible train of line L2 which can be caught by the passenger has to 
leave S after Zi + kzi + dp. The amount d,“’ denotes the least time a passenger needs 
to change trains. The resulting waiting time equals s,,k. 
In order to get a shorter expression of the slack time sequence we use the 
mod-function 
From elementary number theory we know that for zl, z2 E Z and z := gcd(zl, z2) 
there holds ZZ = zlZ + zZZ. This shows that the sequence ( [k~l]r,)kEZ takes exactly 
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the values 0, t, 22, . . . , ((T~/T) - 1)~. From this one can easily deduce the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. For rl, r2 E N with gcd(z,, r2) = T and x E [w the sequence 
has period q2 := T~/T and exactly contains (but not necessarily in this ordering) the 
integers [xl, < [;x], + T < ... < [zlr + (q2 - 1)~. 
With x, = ‘“j - 7Ci, the slack time of a 2 (i, j) can be expressed by s,,~ = [x, - 
kTi - dFi”J,. This lemma proves that the slack time sequence (s,.~)~.~ has period 
qj:= Tj/T, and contains the numbers ([x, - d,“‘“],J + rr,(O d r d qj - 1). Hence, the 
average, maximum 
sa’(a) = L “cl 
4j r=o 
and minimum slack time can be calculated by 
([x, - d,“‘“], + rz,) = [x, - d,“‘“], + 3 (zj - T,), 
smax(a) = [x, - d,“‘“lTO + (qj - 1)~” = [x0 - d,“‘“],” + (Tj - T,), 
smi”(a) = [?c, - d,“‘“lza. 
(3) 
Obviously an optimal connection for one change activity a can be achieved by 
setting x, = dFi” + ZT’, for arbitrary z E Z. This result is given in [2,3]. 
Example 3.2. Consider a local activity a z (1, 2) with minimal duration dFin = 1. The 
event periods z1 = 15; z2 = 21 yield the activity period z, = 3. 
The time schedule 7r1 = 5 and rc2 = 15 leads to Pi”(a) = [x2 - nl - d,“‘“], = [913 = 
0. The period of the slack time sequence s,,k = [9 - 15klzI is given by 
~~/r, = 21/3 = 7 (see Fig. 2). Hence, all arising waiting times are given by smin(u) + 
kT, = 3k for all 0 < k < 6. The calculation yields 0, 3, 6.9, 12, 15, 18. 
4. Periodic programs 
In order to have shorter expressions we denote by r = (T,),,,~ the vector of all 
activity periods and use the extended mod-function [xl, = x’ defined by xi := [x,],,,. 
With the abbreviation d := d”“” - dmin the set of all feasible tensions is given by 
{x I I-x = 0; 0 G [x - dmin-Jr < d}. 
According to Lemma 3.1 the arising values s,,k of a slack time sequence correspond- 
ing to an activity a are uniquely determined by the expression [x, - d,“‘“],“. This 
shows that any global quality measure which is independent from the chronological 
agrangement of s,,~ will be r-periodic, i.e. F(x + z) = F(x). 
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Fig. 2. Slack time sequence. 
The resulting optimization task can be modelled by the periodic program 
F(x) 3 min s.t. 
l-x = 0; 0 d [x - Pi”lr 6 d 
where F is a z-periodic objective. 
(4) 
Examples 4.1. Consider the problem of compiling a timetable of a railway system, 
where a selected class C of change activities is taken into consideration. Using the 
notation of (3), for the decision maker there are a lot of ways to measure the quality of 
the timetable: 
In order to get a minimal weighted sum for the average waiting time we could think 
about a “linear-periodic” objective like F(x):= Ccsc w,sf(x,). w, is a measure for the 
number of passengers using the change opportunity c. 
For a more uniformly minimized schedule, the “bottleneck-periodic” objective 
F(x) := max,,c sp”“(x,) could be suitable. 
A lot of public transport companies compile their timetables manually. As the 
author was told a popular approach to handle the connection problem is the 
following: In order to guarantee specific connections, the planning staff would like 
to have a timetable where specific changing opportunities can be done without any 
waiting time. Whenever some of these change activities belong to a cycle of the 
above introduced network, in general there will exist no timetable having waiting 
time 0 for all change activities of the cycle. In that case the planner uses a priority 
rule to decide which of those activities shall be endowed with zero waiting time. 
Mathematically this approach can be formulated by the use of a strong priority 
order < on the set C of all change activities. Then we have to minimize 
F : R”’ +(Iw’, 5); F(x):= (~,m~“(x,)),,~ with respect to the lexicographical order 
x 5 y (: o there is some k E C with x, = yc for all c < k and xk < yk). 
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For z E Z”’ the group 3:= zrZ x ... xz,Z is given by %:= j~~=rz,~,e,/z,~Z), 
where ek denotes kth unit vector. 
Proposition 4.2. Let r he an r x m matrix, b, c E R”, T E L” with z, > 0. Let Q hi 
a totally ordered set. For euery z-periodic mapping F : R” + Q there holds 
inf {F(x) / TX = 0; [x - dminlr < d) (5) 
=infinf{F(x)ITx=O;O<x-d”‘“+p<dj (6) p t ‘$ 
= ,i$ inf {F(y + dmin) 1 ry = cr -- rdmin; 0 < 4‘ 6 d; . (7) 
Proof. The first equality follows immediately from the definition of [ .], when observ- 
ing 
The second equality is shown by using the transformations r = x - dmi” + p and 
c = Tp. The assumed periodicity yields F(y + dmi”) = F(y + dmi” - p) = F(x). 0 
The main idea of the following considerations is to enumerate all possible p fulfill- 
ing TX = 0 and 0 < x - dmin + p d d iterated shorter path calculations. 
Serafini and Ukovich [11] prove that any tension from (.x / Ts = 0; 
0 < .x - dmin + p d d} can be obtained by some p = Cr= 1 zktkek, such that for all tree 
arcs u = 1, ,n - 1 there holds 0 < z, < Z^(U)/Z~ - 1. z*(u):= lcm{ri 1 i = u or yi,, # 0; 
denotes the least common multiple of the zi relative to the arcs i belonging to the 
cutset generated by tree arc u (including arc u). In order to calculate feasible z-values 
for the non-tree arcs we use the following shortest path approach which is discussed at 
[ll]: 
We consider for a depth k = n, . ,m that subnetwork C,lk_- 1 consisting of all n ~ 1 
tree arcs and all non-tree arcs which correspond to the first k - n + 1 equations of 
TX = 0. Assume that for (zl, . . , zk_ 1) there is a tension x fulfilling 
Vi= l,.... k - 1 : pi := d~i” - Zi~i d -pi d dTi” + di - ZiTi =: Ui. (8) 
Let k correspond to the non-tree arc a r (u, zj). By &,, (t,;,, resp.) we denote the shortest 
path length from u to v (v to u, resp.) in .,I~$_, , where every arc can be traversed in 
positive direction with length ui and in reverse direction with length -Pi. Now, it is 
easy to see that we can find zk E Z such that a tension x exists with 
Vi= 1 ,...,k:dy’“-ziti~.ui~d~‘“+di-zi7; (9) 
if and only if &,, < dri” + dk - zkrk and dp” - zkTk < - &,, hold. 
Thus, this shortest path calculation allows to fix all possible integers zk by the 
(possibly empty) interval r (dp* + &,c)/zkl d zk d L (dTin + dk - &L.)/T.L 1. 
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Example 4.3. Consider the periodic network presented by Fig. 3, where the node 
labels indicate the event periods and the time span constraints Cd,“‘“, dY”] are 
associated with the arcs of the graph. The activity periods are given by (6,4,4, 12,6). 
For the spanning tree {x1, x2, x3} and dmin = (2,22, -3,4, 3)‘; d = (1,2,2,6,4)‘, 
the EPES problem is given by (x 1 TX = 0; 0 d x + p - dmi” d d; p E 93} L 8. For the 
tree arcs we have z*(l) = lcm(6) = 6; t(2) = lcm(12, 6) = 12 = f(3). With z^(l)/zr = 1 
and ?(2)/zz = zI(3)/zj = 3 we obtain the bounds z1 E [O,O] and z2, z3 E [0,2] for the 
z-values corresponding to the tree arcs. The shortest path calculations lead to the 
resulting search space (see Fig. 4). 
As pointed out at Fig. 4, this representation of the search space is sometimes quite 
redundant, since the network matrix r is not injective. In order to get a reduced 
description of the search space we will use the Hermite normal form of r. 
It is well known (see e.g. [lo]), that every Y x m matrix M of full row rank r can be 
transformed into its Hermite normal form [R, 0] by using elementary unimodular 
Fig. 3. Periodic network. 
z2 = n 2 
A A A 
z3= 0 t 2 0 1 2 0 
i 
1 2 
I 
0 
0 
-12 c > -12 
Fig. 4. Search tree 1. 
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column operations. R = (qij) is a lower triangular matrix fulfilling qij 3 0, Y/jj > 0 and 
V/jj > maxi= 1. ,I-l(ylij > 
Let 
!’ z1 0 ! 
T:= ‘.. 
l,O ??I,’ 
and [R. 0] be the Hermite normal form of I-. T. We obtain 
I”~={(~.T).zI~E~~}=~Rz’I__‘E~‘}. 
Let X c l?!? be the set of all group elements CJ E lY fulfilling {y 1 Ty = (T - Td”‘“: 
0 < 4: < d} # 0. With I- = [N, E] we have 
3~:r(~+d”‘“)-a=OandO,<jldd 
o~x:Ts=OandO,<x-d”‘“+ 
0 i! d d. (7 
Since 0 = Rz’ is generated by the lower triangular matrix R the above discussed 
shortest path approach allows to calculate bounds for the z/-values of all non-tree 
arcs. The z’-values of the tree arcs are put to 0. Thus, we may represent 3 by a tree of 
depth r = m - n + 1 ,( m. 
Note, that for the (quite important) case that all activity periods z, are equal, the 
PESP search tree given in [11] is also of depth Y, since in that case all z-values 
corresponding to tree arcs can be fixed by 0. 
Example 4.3 (Continued). For the above defined periodic network, the Hermite nor- 
mal form is given by 
0 -4 4 0 0 0 0 
TT= 
6 -4 
Representing each group element of Z? c l-3 by 
the search tree is given by Fig. 5. 
Let us return to the optimization problem. The tree representation of the set 
8 leads to the following branch and bound approach: 
Let 0 < k < r = m - n + 1 be a tree level and let vi be the ith column of the Hermite 
matrix R. The group I?? = +Yk + gk is separated by Cqk:= (ql,...,qk) and 
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Fig. 5. Search tree 2. 
@kk:= <flk+l , . . , q,). Every search tree node at level k represents the situation to have 
fixed zl, . . . ,Zk E ?? representing ok = CT= 1 Ziqi E gk. 
Next we have to find lower bounds on the subproblem to calculate 
inf{F(y + Pin) I Ty = ak + c - Td”‘“; 0 < y < d; 0 E Gk}. 
Every group element from gk is given by 
(10) 
for z E Zrek. 
Since the (Y - k) x (r - k) submatrix ff of the Hermite matrix is regular, a real 
relaxation of the integrality constraints z E Zrdk means that we can produce every 
vector (5) for j2 E [Wrmk. This shows that the relaxation of (10) 
4:’ inf F(y + Pin) 1 Ty = crk - Td”‘” + &vi; 0 < y < d; ti E R (11) 
i=k+l 
coincides with the problem to minimize the objective subject to the first k equations 
P = 8k - pdmin and 0 d y d d. Note, that P is the network matrix of the subnetwork 
Mk with all tree arcs and the first k non-tree arcs. 
For the case of a linear objective F(x) := ox this lower bound calculation is the 
problem to find a tension of %&k with minimum cost. For a bottleneck objective this 
yields a problem to find a cycle of minimum average cost (see [4,8]). Both problems 
can be formulated as linear programs. 
5. Unconstrained problems 
If all running and stopping times of the railway network are fixed, we obtain an 
unconstrained problem: With every railway line we associate a node Li. A timetable is 
uniquely described by a potential rr, where Xi denotes the starting time of line Li at its 
initial station. Every change possibility from Li to Lj at station S is modelled by 
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a directed are c : Li --f Lj. Let r’ be the network matrix of this reduced network. Let 
t; and ts be the travel time from the initial station of line Li (Lj, respectively) to station 
S and let 8: be that amount of time a passenger needs for the transfer of trains. Setting 
dri”:= tf - ts + ,Sc the waiting time sequence is generated by its minimum value 
[z,~ - xi - &?‘“I,, (see Section 3). Using the tension x,:= ni - rci this yields the task: 
F(x - dmi”) + min s.t. 
l”.u = 0. (12) 
The following considerations will prove that unconstrained periodic programming 
with lexicographic objective is solvable with polynomial complexity. Note that 
constrained periodic programming is always NP-hard, since the feasibility problem is 
NP-complete. 
Consider a strong priority order < on the set X := (1, , m} of all variables and let 
5 the lexicographic order on the set [WC as described by 4.1. The objective 
F : 178’ -+ (R’, 5) is given by F(x) = (s~‘“(x,)),,~ = ([x, - d~in]r,)ctC. This yields the 
optimization task 
mm, {.x - dmi” - p3OITx=O;pEi9} 
=min,{x3O~Tx=Td”‘“+Tp;p~~}. (13) 
The priority order yields a pre-order relation i (i.e. 5 is reflexive and transitive) on 
the power set Y(X): For S = {s, < ... <s,} and S’:= is’, < ... < sb) we define 
S 5 S’, iff either there exists k with s1 = s; , . . . , sk = s; and sk+, < s;, 1 or p 6 q and 
sr = s;. . ,sp = .s;l hold (c.f. [7]). 
Consider now the matroid &(I-) of all linearly independent column-sets of r, i.e. 
M’(r) is the collection of all sets E c X with {yl 1 i E E) linearly independent. An 
introductory overview of the concept of matroids is given in [7]. 
A set E* E J(r) is said to be <-maximal, iff for all E E .4!‘(~) holds E SE*. It is 
well known, that for any strong priority order there exists a unique i-maximal subset 
E*, which can be computed by the following (obviously polynomially working) greedy 
algorithm, which is due to Edmonds [S]. 
1. Sort the elements of X, such that s1 > s2 > ... > s, holds. 
2. Start with E,:= 8. 
3. For k = 1 to m let 
Ek := 
E~-Iu{.Q}. if Ek_ 1 u {sk) E .A”(~), 
E&l. else. 
4. E*:= E,. 
Lemma 5.1. Assume x* to be the optimal solution of (13) with B = Cr= 1 zkZ and let E* 
be the unique I-maximal set of A(r). Then for all i E F* := { 1, . . , m} \, E* holds 
x* = 0. 
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Proof. W.1.o.g. let F* = { 1, . . . ,r}, i.e. E* = fr + 1, . . . ,m} is a basis of the column 
space (rl, . . . . y,). For every i E F* (or equivalently i&E*) and yi =:Cjm_r+l Kijyj 
holds 
aij#O * i4j (14) 
since otherwise by the axiom of exchange the set E’ := (E* u {i})\ { j} E &Z(r) will be 
lexicographically greater than E*. 
Due to the assumption, that (13) is solvable, we have some p E 9 with 
TX* = rd=“” + Tp =: b. Now, assume that there is some u E F* with x,* # 0. For 
simplicity we assume w.l.0.g. u = 1. Setting 
if j= 1, 
if 2 < j d r, 
else 
yieldsrx = ~TCkm,~+r M kYk + c F= 2 Xzyk = b. Defining c := (Oj) with aj := 0, if Xj > 0 
and gj:= min{ fl E rjZ 1 xj + P > O> otherwise, we see that xj + nj differs from XT only 
if alj # 0 holds. Eq. (14) shows that in this case 1 i j holds. With x1 < XT, we see that 
T(x + c) = b + To; (x + a) 3 0 and (x + Q) < x* hold, which contradicts with the 
property that x* is optimal. 0 
A matrix is said to be totally unimodular, if every subdeterminant of r equals 0, 1 or 
- 1. It is well known, that every network matrix is totally unimodular (see [lo]). 
For a totally unimodular matrix r with full row rank the solution of (13) can be 
computed as follows: 
1. Compute a <-maximal basis E* of &P”(r). Applying a suitable column permuta- 
tion we may assume that E* = {Y + 1, . . . , m} holds. This allows the representation 
r - [N, B], where B is a regular square matrix of dimension r. 
2. From the representation 
x= 
we obtain xB = B- ‘dmi” + B- ‘Tp - B- ‘NxN for any feasible vector of (13). Due 
to Lemma 5.1 the optimal solution requires xN = 0, i.e. we have to solve 
min< (x, ) xB = BP 1 Td”‘” + CT; CT f B- 11-9). 
3. W.l.0.g. we may assume that the components of xB = (x,+~, .. . ,xJ are sorted 
corresponding to the priority order, i.e. r + 1 < r + 2 < ... < m. Since BPIT is 
integral, we see that 9’ := B- ‘P9 is a subgroup of Z’. If we use its Hermite normal 
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form [R =:(qij), 0] (which can be derived in polynomial time see [lo]) and define 
h := BP ‘rdmi”, this problem is given by 
(S P+l,...,x,)+min, s.t. 
X rc1 = hl + Zlrlll 
X r+2 = h2 + Zlrl21 + 221122 
x, = h-r + ZlVm-r,l + Z2%-,,l + ... + Zm-rvm- r.m-r 
.A + 13 . , X, 3 0; Z1,...,Z,_,EZ 
and can obviously be solved by successive computation of the variables 
z1. ,Z,_,. 
6. Computational results 
We tested the branch and bound method described in Section 4 for unconstrained 
problems with linear objective. For the railway application this means that we have 
fixed all running and stopping times. In this case the resulting optimization task can 
be described by a reduced network (see Section 5). A network with n nodes and m arcs 
represents the situation to have n different railway lines and to take m change activities 
into consideration. 
The following data show that the use of the Hermite normal form considerably 
improves the performance of the branch and bound procedure. For short we denote 
by BBI the branch and bound procedure by using the Hermite normal form and by 
BB2 the method without search space reduction. The improvement of BBl is heavily 
depending on the number of different line periods. Remember that for one common 
period both methods coincide. To demonstrate this effect we used for the first set of 
experiments line periods from (in practice frequently used cycle times) { 10, 15, 20, 30. 
60). For the second set of experiments with periods from (60, 120) this improvement 
was much smaller. The initial computation time to find the Hermite normal form is 
very small in comparison with that time the branch and bound method consumes. 
It has been observed by Serafini and Ukovich that the number of nodes of the 
search tree is heavily depending on the initial spanning tree which is used to produce 
the network matrix. For their computational experiments to find a feasible time 
schedule those authors used a minimal spanning tree with respect to the span length 
d, = ,;” - ,:,i” and sorted all non-tree arcs according to d. This proceeding becomes 
clear from the fact that the number of successors of a serach node at level .j is 
depending on the span lengths of all arcs corresponding to level <,j. If we use the 
Hermite normal form R = (rlij), the number of successors depends also on the ,jth 
diagonal entry YIjj. This integer is depending on the greatest common divisor of the 
activity periods corresponding to the levels < j. This explains why the calculation of 
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the Hermite normal form has been done according to a minimal spanning tree with 
respect o the arc costs c, = d,/z,. 
We used the relaxation described in Section 4. For a linear objective the calculation 
of lower bounds is a problem to find a tension of minimum cost. This problem is 
known to be the dual of a maximum flow problem (see [7]). Computational results 
have indicated that it is more efficient to compute for every subproblem not only 
a lower but also an upper bound. The best one with minimum upper bound has been 
kept as a temporary suboptimal solution. Since we are concerned with unconstrained 
problems, this upper bound calculation can be easily done by a rounding procedure 
for the real relaxed z-values (see (11)). A more detailed description of the implementa- 
tion can be obtained from the author (see [9]). 
The tested networks have been generated as follows: 
6.1. Network generation 
By Rand( [a, b]) we denote a uniformly distributed random generator for integers in 
[a, b]. To get a connected net, we produce at first a spanning tree with Y - 1 arcs 
according to 
. For all j = 2, . . . ,r use i:= Rand([l, j - 11) to produce the arc (i, j). 
Next we generated the desired number r = m - n + 1 of additional arcs a: i -+ j by 
setting i := Rand( [ 1, n]) and j := Rand( [ 1, n]) with i # j; thus loops a : i --) i have been 
avoided. The time span of every arc a with activity period Z, is generated by 
Cd:‘“, d,“““] with dFi” = Rand[O, z, - 11 and drx = dp”’ + Rand[O, z,]. 
6.2. Experimental results 
For the empirical investigations we used a program system coded in SUN- 
MODULA2 on a SUN SPARCstation IPC. 
Tables 1 and 2 report the experimental results (Figs. 6-9). For the first set of 
experiments we used n = 20 lines and periods from { 10, 15,20, 30,60}. The second set 
Table 1 
20 lines with periods 10, 15,20,30,60, Experiment 1 
r CPU1 CPU2 nodes1 nodes2 
4 0.3::: 
6 o.14g2 
8 o.40.s9 cl.13 
10 
II 421 
O.1260:21 
12 0.327;:::’ 
14 2.482;:+” 
16 3.16Api:s 
18 4.474::;;; 
0.9:::” 25:: 9637 292 
0.660:7  174 92:;’ 4049, 1152 
0.219:::;9 237;:’ 126711, 5022 
3.266;:,;; 588104 865 7775899 22064 
4.2962.416 1304::;’ 15761 
0.86 1211399 
9,19710.“* 13968 6.103 4480253s 17784:;;;: 
19507 
_ 6823700 
20408 _ 
9667,~s 
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Table 2 
40 lines with periods 60 and 120, Experiment 2 
r CPU1 CPU2 nodes 1 nodes2 
7 0.2: : 0.2g 
4 0 IS 0.9, 5 0.7;::’ 
6 0.15:.;: 
0 zi 
0.19,:,, 
8 0.34:.;5; 0.53:,:y 
10 0.231::;:” 0.373::;;; 
12 1.53;:::: 
5 -42 
1.4940 i73 
14 1.366;; ::: 3.2375.‘49 0.184 
16 
0 Zb 
2.3970:533 3.516;::;; 
18 8.141:3;;0’ 13.503::: :::’ 
45:: 
59:: 
89fy 
136:: 
594:::5 
1651;;;’ 
2737:::= 
3440::;; 
20621:::;1:, 
BB-vertices 
17500 
15000 : 
12500 
10000~ 
7500: 
5000 : 
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
cycl. 
Fig. 6. BB-vertices for 20 lines with periods 10, 15. 20, 30, 60. 
CPU-time (min) 
a- 
7. 
6: 
5. 
4. 
Fig. 7. CPU-times for 20 lines with periods 10, 15,20, 30, 60. 
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BB-vertices 
8 10 12 14 16 18 cycl. 
Fig. 8. BB-vertices for 40 lines with periods 60 and 120. 
CPU-time(min) 
14. 
12. 
10 
8. 
6~ 
4: 
2- 
6 0 10 12 14 16 18 
Fig. 9. CPU-times for 40 lines with periods 60 and 120. 
of experiments has n = 40 lines with periods from {60,120}. The cyclomatic number is 
always ranged from 4 to 18. The CPU-times CPU1 and CPU2 for the methods BBl 
and BB2 are given in minutes. The columns nodes1 and nodes2 contain the numbers 
of produced nodes of the BBl/BB2 arborescence. All data are averages over 20 
instances. The smaller numbers appearing as subscripts and superscripts refer to the 
largest and to the smallest arising value. 
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